THE FIRST POOL HEATER TO COMBINE

a heat pump and a gas-fired heater in a single model.

TWO PARTS

HEAT PUMP + GAS-FIRED HEATER

Extend the Pool Season
Perfect for fluctuating weather with swings in temperature.

FAST HEAT UP
+30°F in 39 minutes for a 500-gallon spa.

ULTRA RELIABLE
Dual titanium heat exchangers have 2x toughness and reliability of other heaters.

SUPER EFFICIENT
Incredible gas-fired 93% efficiency.

TITANIUM HEAT EXCHANGER WARRANTY
Three-year warranty on gas-fired side. Lifetime warranty on heat pump side.

ULTRA SMART
Selects best combination of gas-fired and heat pump operation for fast, cost-effective heating in hybrid mode.

Why?

Why TITANIUM HEAT EXCHANGERS?

Why?

We’re glad you asked!

Withstands flame temperatures of 1,800°F. Military jet engines afterburners use titanium.

Handles corrosive environments. Chemical processors use titanium to handle chlorine compounds.

TITANIUM TOUGH
A metal that gets respect. Titanium is known for excellent corrosion resistance, high strength and light weight.

RTAM ETI
HYBRID POOL HEATER

Visit www.pentairpool.com for details.

93%

SUPER EFFICIENT

Incredible gas-fired 93% efficiency.

THE FIRST TO COMBINE